From France to Kansas...
Being able to bring old world wines to the United States is a blessing for
which I am grateful every day. A love for wine is in our blood from Italy
to France - two countries known for producing the best wine for
generations.
My name is Karl Calini. I was born in France, my grandparents in Italy, I
grew up in the Languedoc region, also called Wine lake Region. Riding my
bike through the vineyards on old rock roads and being able to work in a
small winery for a few francs earns you enough money to buy nonsense
and candy in the village store that was pure freedom.
From adolescence on, I was interested in American football, movies, and
music. When the opportunity came up to study abroad, I took it, and I was
placed in a home in the middle of the United States in a place I only knew
about from the Wizard of Oz: Kansas City. During high school there I
met my wife and it was love at first sight. After 20 years, we are still
passionately in love and have two amazing kids.
Sweet Silhouette was created with my lovely wife Sarah.
The match was born and her talent for choosing wine will be the delight
of our customers.
The Calini group has a portfolio of wineries in France, Italy , South Africa,
Australia, and Argentina.
Our joy is in bringing you

interesting and extraordinary wines...

Delight in a glass and
keep your Sweet
Silhouette.
Sweet Silhouette has
perfected blending
wine with a fruit twist
to give you a refreshing new taste.
Sweet
Silhouette
wine was made with
you in mind: sparkling
and delectable with a
unique sweet body.
Savor the distinctive
blends of Sweet
Silhouette
wines
without compromising yourself. With half
the calories of other
wine, you can fully
enjoy every glass.

The Winery

You won’t have to
compromise on anything… except maybe
who gets the last
glass!

Sweet Silhouette

Sweet Silhouette received multiple silver & gold medals

roasted
marshmallow
candy apple
coconut
peach cobbler
pear tart
grapefruit
crème brûleé
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